THE SPEECH COMMUNITY THE SPEECH COMMUNITY
Any group which shares both linguistic Any group which shares both linguistic resources and rules for interaction and resources and rules for interaction and interpretation interpretation Criterion Criterion → → the sharing of one linguistic variety the sharing of one linguistic variety Corder Corder speech community speech community → → people who regard people who regard themselves as speaking the same language themselves as speaking the same language Labov Labov " " the speech community is not defined by any the speech community is not defined by any marked agreement in the use of language marked agreement in the use of language elements so much as by participation in a set of elements so much as by participation in a set of shared norms; these norms may be observed in shared norms; these norms may be observed in overt types of evaluative overt types of evaluative behaviour behaviour and by the and by the uniformity of abstract patterns of variation uniformity of abstract patterns of variation which are invariant in respect to particular levels which are invariant in respect to particular levels of usage of usage " "
SPEECH STYLES SPEECH STYLES
STYLE STYLE variation in a person variation in a person ' ' s speech or writing. Style s speech or writing. Style usually varies from casual to formal according to usually varies from casual to formal according to the type of situation, the person or persons the type of situation, the person or persons addressed, the location, the topic discussed, etc addressed, the location, the topic discussed, etc
